TM

PRIMERS

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR GRADE PRIMERS
DESCRIPTION:
ProflexTM PR-Series of primers are necessary companion products to be used with the Proflex TM series of elastomeric membranes.
The PR-Series of primers are designed to condition and prepare a substrate for the application of Proflex TM membranes. The primers are formulated for interior or exterior conditions, see specific features and benefits of each product, and can be applied easily
and safely to a variety of substrates.

PROFLEXTM PR11 INTERIOR / EXTERIOR GRADE PRIMER




Safe, Non-Flammable, water based product.
Easy Installation, can be applied with roller or pressure
sprayer
Coverage between 300-800 sq.ft /gal (Note Coverage
will vary depending on porosity of substrate and application type.





Suitable for interior and exterior conditions.
Primer will dry to use in 20-45 minutes, depending on application type and substrate porosity.
Packaging: 1-Gallon container, 4 containers per carton, 45
cartons per pallet (180 units). 5-Gallon container, 36 containers
per pallet

PROFLEXTM PR27 EXTERIOR GRADE PRIMER (SOLVENT BASED-HAZMAT CLASSIFIED)



Solvent-Based product designed specifically for exterior
applications where conditions of higher relative humidity
(Rh) exist.
Coverage between 300-800 sq.ft /gal (Note Coverage
will vary depending on porosity of substrate and application type.






Suitable for exterior and on grade installations.
Primer will dry to use in 20-45 minutes, depending on application type and substrate porosity.
Packaging: 1-Gallon container, 4 containers per carton, 45
cartons per pallet (180 units).
MSDS available, Hazmat shipping classification

RESIN SOLUTION 3 UN 1866 GROUP 2

PROFLEXTM GP1 - FOR GYPCRETE SUBSTRATES





Safe, Non-Flammable, product.




Easy Installation, can be applied with roller or pressure
sprayer



Specially formulated for Gypcrete substrates

Coverages 300-800 sq.ft /gal (Note Coverage will vary depending on porosity of substrate and application type.

Suitable for interior and exterior conditions.
Primer will dry to use in 20-45 minutes, depending on application type and substrate porosity.
Packaging: 1-Gallon container, 4 containers per carton, 45
cartons per pallet (180 units). 5-Gallon container, 36 containers
per pallet

SHELF LIFE AND STORAGE AND CLEANUP

12 months, rotate stock, store primers between 45o to 90o, in a dry area. Protect primers from freezing and from temperatures exceeding 120o. Store in original, tightly sealed containers. Clean up wet product with a damp cloth, dried product may be scraped up
and cleaned with mineral spirits.
Note: Refer to MSDS for specific handling and cleanup instructions for PR27 product.

PRODUCT LIMITATIONS:







Installation and use of the above products shall be done in compliance with Proflex Installation instructions.
All substrates shall be clean, dry, and free from dirt, oil, loose paint, sealers, or other curing compounds. Refer to Proflex application methods for specific instructions. Moisture vapor transmission shall not exceed 5# per 1000sqft-24hr CaCl test. Contact
technical support if this condition, or there is hydrostatic pressure present on the substrate.
Drying times will increase in the presence of high humidity conditions.
Some substrates and concrete boards may not be suitable for application of primer. Contact Proflex technical support and the
specific product manufacturer for recommendations.
Applied primer should not be left uncovered for an extended period of time.
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PRIMERS

Concrete: Poured, pre-stressed, and pre-cast, Concrete backerboards, Cured mortarbeds, self-leveling compounds, gypcrete
Wood: Exterior grade plywood, hardwood, tongue and groove, and OSB
Other Substrates: Contact Technical Support for recommendations and usage
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